IMMIGRANT POLITICAL POWER PROJECT
General Election 2022 Candidate Endorsements
VOTER GUIDE

FEDERAL
- ALEX PADILLA (for CALIFORNIA SENATOR)
- CHRISTY SMITH (for CALIFORNIA CONGRESSIONAL DISTRICT 37)
- JIMMY DURÁN (for CALIFORNIA CONGRESSIONAL DISTRICT 56)
- ROBERT GARCÍA (for CALIFORNIA CONGRESSIONAL DISTRICT 40)
- DONNY MARSHALL (for CALIFORNIA CONGRESSIONAL DISTRICT 23)

STATE
- JAY CHEN (for CALIFORNIA CONGRESSIONAL DISTRICT 45)
- LOG CORREA (for CALIFORNIA CONGRESSIONAL DISTRICT 46)
- KATE PORTER (for CALIFORNIA CONGRESSIONAL DISTRICT 47)
- JOSE HAMRÉ (for SANTA JOAQUIN COUNTY)
- CAROLINE MELNGERS (for CALIFORNIA STATE SENATE DISTRICT 39)
- GARVIN NELSON (for CALIFORNIA GOVERNOR)
- RICARDO ANA (for CALIFORNIA ATTORNEY GENERAL)
- JUAN CARRILLO (for CALIFORNIA STATE ASSEMBLY DISTRICT 39)
- DANIELLE RIVI (for INVERNESS COUNTY)
- FAIZA RUVI (for CALIFORNIA STATE ASSEMBLY DISTRICT 81)
- SHARIQ QURESHI (for CALIFORNIA STATE ASSEMBLY DISTRICT 62)

MUNICIPAL
- RAMON BAZÁN (for CITY OF LOS ANGELES)
- JOSE JIMÉNEZ (for CITY OF LOS ANGELES)
- MARIA BRENNES (for CITY OF LOS ANGELES)
- CELY GÓMEZ (for CITY OF LOS ANGELES)
- ROBERT MONTUBEO (for LOS ANGELES COUNTY)
- RAQUEL DRAHLER (for LOS ANGELES COUNTY)
- HELEN TRAN (for CITY OF SAN BERNARDINO)
- SUNNY PARK (for ORANGE COUNTY)

ELECTION DAY: TUESDAY, NOVEMBER 8, 2022
For information visit chirlafund.org